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Classification: Reference: Date:

BF89-023 TS89-125 August 31, 1989

DOOR WINDOW WAIST MOLDING FOLDING UNDER
APPLIED VEHICLE(S): 1990 300ZX (Z32)
APPLIED VIN(S): JN1RZ24A(_)LX006964

JN1RZ26A(_)LX001411

SERVICE INFORMATION
On some of the Applied Models, the door waist molding lip folds under at the window
mounting button as the window goes down (Figure 1).  This occurs when the clearance
between the window and the top of the waist molding lip is too small (Figure 2).  Starting
with the Applied VINs, a bushing, has been slightly modified to allow the button to pass
smoothly by the waist molding.  This bushing is located between the button and the outside
surface of the door glass.

 FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
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SERVICE PROCEDURE
To correct this incident on vehicles built prior to the Applied VINs, Plastic Spacer, P/N
80977-30P00, should be installed using the following service procedure:

1. Lower the window to the lowest point

2. Remove the cover strip from the double-sided tape on the plastic spacer (Figure 3).

3. Locate the center of the plastic piece about 130mm (approximately 5-1/8") from the rear
end of the molding (Figure 3).

4. Push the piece down to the bottom of the lower molding lip, then press the taped side
against the molding while pulling up the upper molding lip (Figure 4).

5. Apply a small amount of 3M Super Weatherstrip Adhesive (#8018) or equivalent
between the lower molding lip and the plastic piece, then press the lower molding lip
against the plastic piece until it holds in place (Figure 4).  This will eliminate possible
squeaking.

FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4

PARTS INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION NEW PART #/PFP FORMER P/N
Spacer - Plastic 80977-30P00 N/A

CLAIMS INFORMATION

OPERATION OP CODE PNC CS CT FRT
RF16AA 80821 4R 01 0.2 hr.
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